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CffilPTER I
INTRODUCTION
Seleotion of the Problem*—Yfithin late years local educators
have manifested considerable interest in the causes of the failures
of children in the elementary school subjects of the Colbert Public
Schools* The teachers and superintendents feel that testing and
remedial measures are needed in the schools if these failures in
reading are to be reduced* It is necessary that individual diffi¬
culties be detected and that corrective measures be applied in help¬
ing the pupils to overcome them* Since it is in the elementary school
that these problems arise, it is here that remedial work should begin
to correct these difficulties*
Statement of the Problem.—This is a study to measure the improve¬
ment in reading of sixty elementary pupils of the Shoemake Elementary
School, Colbert, Oklahoma, as revealed after remedial treatment has
been administered following the Pressey Diagnostic Test*
Studies in the Field.—In the literature it seems that there are
a number of related studies* From this group only a few of the more
pertinent ones need be discussed*
1* The St* Louis Study* A survey consisting of a stuc^ of
the accomplishments of pupils of different nationalities was carried
on in St* Louis in an attempt to discover some of the factors which
condition progress in reading among children in the elementary schools*
When the pupils were classified and tested on the basis of language
spoken in their homes, "it was found in the primary grades, English and
German speaking children represented the average achievement, and that
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Italian children were distinctly below the average*” ^ The conclusion
drawn from, the facts discovered was, that aside from the German and
Jewish children, all foreign speaking children were seriously handicap¬
ped because of language difficulties when reading was the determining
factor*
2* The Cleveland, Ohio Study* A sui^ey was made in the public
schools of Cleveland, Ohio, District Number 2* The reading situation
in this district compared favorably with the norms of the test used as
an instrument of investigation in making the survey* Nevertheless, the
result's of the tests revealed a very wide range of reading abilities
in certain grades* For example, some of the sixth grade pupils were
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found to be of third grade reading level*
2* The Chicago Study* An interesting study was carried on
in Chicago, including colored children ■vdio had been reared in Chicago,
white children who had been reared in the same section of Chicago, and
a group of colored children who were native Southerners, but who had
received training in the schools of Chicago* In this study a significant
difference was observed only in the case of the children who were native
Southerners* This study established the fact that races are handicapped
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by external factors*
■^* S* Gray, Summary of Investigations Relating to Reading, Research
Bulletin, University of Chicago (1925/ Number 2^ tihioago* tjniversity
of Chicago Press, 1925, p* 151*
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Bureau of Educational Research Bulletin, Number 14, Cleveland,
Ohio, September 25, 1929, p* 6*
W* S* Gray, Summary of Investigations Relating to Reading, op* oit*,
p* 101*
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4» Indi-vldual Studies* In a monograph Gray presents strik¬
ing evidences of specific reading difficulties which pupils encounter
in reading* An ex8imple follows:
This particular individual spoke indistinctly* She was
very timid and neivous and gave evidence of poor muscular
control* A study of her early histoiy revealed the fact that
she did not attempt to walk until she was three years old^
and she was carried or had ridden in her cart most of the time
until she was eight years old* She was very slow in learning
to talk* The words that she first used were almost inarticu¬
late* Following the removal of badly infected tonsils at the
age of eight* there was marked improvement in her physical
condition* Because of the continued soreness of her throat
after the operation, for several months she spoke very little
and she formed the habit of speaking indistinctly in order to
avoid pain* TIVhen the stucfy of her case began, she was still
speaking as few words as possible with great effort* The con¬
stant care that she had had made her very dependent; and she
never learned to do things for herself* Tillhen she entered
school at the age of eight, she was assigned to a room for re¬
tarded children* This plan was not successful and a private
tutor was secured, under whose direction her speech improved
somewhat and she learned to read mechanically* She had never
associated with children, she did not know how to play, and
she had few interests. Her range of information was limited
and her general development greatly retarded*
Deficiencies in reading my be due to one or more of a number
of specific causes of which mny have been determined* Dr* W* S* Gray
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in his monograph describes fourteen possible causes of failure in
reading* They are as follows:
(a) Inferior learning
(b) Congential word blindness
(o) Poor auditory
(d) Defective vision
(e) A narrow span of recognition
(f) Ineffective eye-movement
(g) Inadequate training in phonics
(h) Inadequate attention to content
(i) Inadequate speaking vocabulary
(j) A small meaning vocabulary
■^* S. Gray, Remedial Cases in Reading: Their Diagnosis and Treat-
mnt* Supplementary Educational Monograph, liepartment of Eduoation,









THE IROCEDUEE AND RESULTS
Procedure
The present study -was conducted at the Shoeniake Public School in
Colbert, Oklahoma* This study 7»as made of pupils from the third grade
through the eighth grade*
The Tests Used*—The investigator used the following tests in the
general order named: (l) The Detroit Primary Intelligence Test, Fona
C, for grades two to four and the Detroit Alpha Intelligence Test, Form
M, for grades five to ninej (2) The Pressey Diagnostic Reading Test,
Fona A, for grades three to ninej and(4) the Progressive Achievement
Test, Form A, grades one to nine*
Explanation of the Pressey Diagnostic Reading Test*— The Pressey
Diagnostic Reading Test is designed for grades three to nine* The words
covered in this test were selected systematically from the Thoriadike
list of the most common ten thousand words in general reading,^ the
arrangement being such as to make the test unique in the ready interpret-
ability of the results* That is, the first ten lines of the test cover
ten words from the highest ranking (mostly frequently used) thousand
words in the language, for the general reading* The second ten lines are
from the second thousand words in the list and so on through the one
hundred items of the test, covering systematically the ten thousand words
in the list*
Administering of Initial Test*--»The Detroit Primary Intelligence





Test 'was administered to -two hundred pupils of the Shoenake Elementary
Sohool*. The in'vestiga'tor administered the intelligence test* the
diagnostic, and the achievement test* ^he home-room teacher of each
grade generously assisted in giving each test* Specific instmotions
for administering these tests were found in the manual of directions*
These directions were strictly adhered to in this stucfy*
Selection of Subjects*—After the papers ■were scored on the
intelligence test, the raw scores revealed a lange from 60 to 116#
After the administration of the intelligence test and the diagnostic
test, one hundred twenty pupils from the third grade through the eighth
grade were selected for this stucfy* The follo'wing criteria were used
in making the selections (l) a low score in -vocabulary and paragraph
meaning as re-vealed by the Pressey Diagnostic Test, and (2) a noimial I*Q*
or as near normal as possible*
The subjects within each grade were equally divided into two groups*
One group known as the control group, and the other as the experimental
group -were used* The ten pupils making the highest scores on the Pressey
Diagnostic Test were equally divided* The first half placed in the con¬
trolled group and the second half placed in the experimental group* The
ten pupils making the lowest scores on the Pressey Diagnostic Test "vrere
also equally divided* The first half placed in the control group and
the second half placed in the experimental group* I*Q*’s -were not consi¬
dered* This method -was followed in all grades* The reason for this
-was to have as nearly as possible, equal groups at the beginning of the
study*
Listed below are some of the difficulties discovered in reading
in grades three to eight*
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Difficulties in understanding in Reading
(a) Reading by words instead of by thought units*
(b) Inability to get particular details*
(o) Inability to interpret the main thoughts*
(d) Lack of vocabulary meaning*
(e) Inability to find answers to questions*
(f) Inability to reproduce material read*
Difficulties in the Mastery of Mechanics of Reading
(a) Using finger to follow line*
(b) Short unit of recognition*
(c) Failure to note small or key words*
(d) Lack of proper phrasing*
(e) Mispronunciation of small words*
(f) Repeating first word of sentences*
Some of the Causes of These Difficulties Were Found To Be
(a) Carelessness*
(b) Lack of interest
(o) Irregular attendance
(d) Lack of proper training in eye-movement
(e) Lack of motivation
Method of Diagnosis
The Steps in Diagnosis*—It was necessary to collect much detailed
information bearing upon a pupil’s case before a diagnosis of his read¬
ing difficulties could be made* To facilitate the collection of such
information* a general plan of diagnosis was followed* This plan included
the following steps:
1* The results of the intelligence test aided greatly in
deciding the intellectual status of each child to be
a fit subject for the study*
2* The Pressey Diagnostic Reading Test, Form A, for grades
three to nine, is designed to give class diagnosis*.
Problems of like difficulty were grouped* The class
record sheets of the Pressey Diagnostic Reading Test gave
class diagnosis in terms of size of vocabulary and para¬
graph meaning*
3* The pupil's history was studied to secure available infor¬
mation that might prove helpful in locating causes of their
specific reading difficulties which they encountered in
reading*
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Table 1, below is given to show the mean, the standard deviation,
and the standard error of the mean of 120 pupils on the diagnostic and
the intelligenoe tests* This table gives the mean, standard deviation
and the standard error of the mean in terms of the entire group* The
mean for the entire group on the intelligenoe test is 101*08, the mean
for the entire group on the diagnostic test is 71*00* The standard
deviation for the entire group on the intelligence test is 21*9, and on
the diagnostic test it is 25*90* The standard error of the mean for
the entire group on the intelligenoe test is 2*00 and on the diagnostic
test, 2*35*
Table 1
THE MEAN, STANDARD DEVIATION, AND THE STANDARD
ERROR OF THE MEAN ON THE INTELLIGENCE TEST AND
THE DIAGNOSTIC TEST RAW SCORES FOR ONE HUNDRED
TWENTY PUPILS
Number Mean S* D* S* Dm
of Pupils
Intelligence Test 120 101*08 21*90 2*00
Diagnostic Test 120 71*00 25*90 2*35
Table 2, page 9, is given to show the mean, the standard deviation,
the standard error of the mean, the sigma of the difference, and the
difference of the mean for the control and the experimental group on the
intelligenoe test*
The mean for the control group is 92*17* The mean for the experi¬
mental group is 91*67* The standard deviation for the control group is
19*30 and for the experimental group 14*40* The standard error of the
mean for the control group is 2*50* The standard error of the mean for
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the experimental group is 1*86* This shows that the control and the
experimental groups are just about equal at the beginning of the experi¬
ment*
Table 2
MEAN, STANDARD EEVIATION, STMDARD ERROR OF THE MEAN,
SIGMA OF THE DIFFERENCE, AND THE DIFFERENCE OF THE







Number of Pupils 60 60
Mean 92*17 91*67 *50
Standard Deviation 19*30 14*40
S* D* of Mean 2.50 1.86
Sigma of Difference 3*11
D/Sigma Difference *16
Table 3, page 10, is given to show the number of pupils, the mean,
the standard deviation, and the standard error of the mean on the diag¬
nostic test for both the control and the experimental groups* This
table gives the mean, the standard deviation and the standard error of
the mean in terms of groups, as do all following tables, because the
group is the center of interest in this study*
The mean for the control group is 71*17* The mean for the experi¬
mental group is 70*84* The standard deviation for the control group is
26*50* The standard deviation for the experimental group is 24*50* The
>
standard error of the mean for the control group is 3*51* 'The standard
error of the mean for the experimental group is 3*16* This shows that
the control group is slightly better than the experimental group at the
beginning of this study*
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Table 3
TEE MEM, STMEAED lEVIATION, STMDARD ERROR OF TEE MEAN,
SIGMA OF TEE DIFFERENCE, AND TEE DIFFERENCE OF TEE MEAN







Number of Pupils 60 60
Mean 71.17 70.84
Standard Deviation 26.50 24.50 .33




Control Group.—After the pupils had been grouped as described
the beginning of this chapter, regular classroom instaruction ireis offered
for a term of eight weeks, five days a week, for forty-five minutes
each day. Six teachers had charge of this instruction. The class instruc¬
tion for the control group followed the regular course of stu<fy in read¬
ing for the state of Oklahoma. ^ Although the errors were known, they
were not taken into consideration in teaching the control group.




“ The Robin "
Objectives:
1. To give a point of approach for a study of the robin.
2. To create a desire to know more about this bird which
^Course of Study in Language Arts for Elementary Grades, Department
of Education, State of Oklahoma, Bulletin Nimber 5, 1937.
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is probably with us more than any other bird*
3* To encourage love and kindness for birds*
4* To enjoy a lovely poem*
Sir Robin
Rollicking Robin is here again*
"What does he care for the April rain?
Care for it? Glad of it* Doesn’t he know
That April rain carries off the snow.
And ooaxes out leaves to shadow his nest.
And washes his pretty red Easter vest?
And makes the juice of the cherry sweet.
For his hungry little robins to eat?
Bal Hal Hal hear the jolly bird laugh
"That isn’t the best of the story by halfI”
Gentleman Robin, he walks up and down.
Dressed in orange—tawny and black and brown*
Though his eye is so proud and his step so firm
He can always stoop to pick up a worn*
With a twist of his head, and a stinot and a hop.
To his Robin—wife, in the peach tree top.
Chirping her heart out, he calls: '•My dear,
"Ifcil Hal Hal Life is lovely and sweet;
But what would it be if we’d nothing to eat?"
Robin, Sir Robin, gay, red-vested knight
Now you have come to us, summer’s in sight*
You never dream of the wonders you bring.
Vision that follows the flash of your wing*
How all the beautiful by-and-by
Aroxmd you and after you seem to fly*
Sing on, or eat on, as pleases your mind;
Well have you earned every morsel you find*
"AyeI Hal Hal Hal" whistles Robin, "My dear.
Let us all take our own choice of good cheerI"
—Lucy Larcom
First Step
Vifrite entire poem on board in clear bold script so that
it may easily be read by all pupils* This work is best done
between sessions of school while pupils are out of room*
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Second Step
Read the poem aloud that all may have it in mind*
Third Step
Let the children discuss poem freely and bring out facts
in their own way* The following questions may prove helpful
if response is slow:
1* What word in the first line helps us to know what
kind of a fellow Robin is?
2* What do the next four lines tell us about him?
3* What is meant by, “his pretty red Easter vest?”
4* Is there anything in this verse that tells us one
thing robins like to eat?
5* What do the first three lines of the second verse
tell us about how the robin looks?
6* Name several things the rest of this verse tells about
the robin*
7* What new things does the last verse tell?
8* What does the poem seem to tell us about the way we
should treat the robin?
9* How many of you have seen robins?
10* Which verse do you think gives the best picture of the
robin as you know him?
Fourth Step
Let pupils read the poem, individually or in unison* This
step affords an opportunity for choral reading* Find out -what
items the children already know and ask them to find others* Each
child should be allowed to report an item when he has learned it*
By this time interest in the robin should have been aroused and the
pupils should be eager for more poems, more stories, and more dis¬




!• To elevate and refine reading tastes*
2* To develop greater power and efficiency in various
phases of oral and silent reading.
Specific Objectives
1* To broaden visions and deepen insights*
2* To discover vihat the story is about*
3* To find the central theme*
Tlnit Problem
“The Interesting World in Which Tfe Live"
This unit consisted of a study of plants, animals, and birds*
I* Objectives of the unit
A* Content objectives in terms of knowledges, attitudes,
interests, and appreciations*
B* To gain knowledge of nature’s gifts*
C* To establish a permanent interest in this field of
reading*
II* Motivation of the unit
A* Approach to the unit
1* Survey the pupil’s background by questions and
discussions to create interest*
2* Create interest through unusual pictures and
stories*
B* Activities during the unit
1, Keep a bulletin board of interesting pictures,
articles, and stories brought into class by the
children*




”The Interesting World About Us”
A* This imit should give emphasis to the conversation of the iwild
life that is useful to man for economic reasons and for the
beauty and interest it affords him. It should develop interest
in and an appreciative attitude toward nature about us.
B. Objectives of the unit
1. Content objectives in terms of knowledges, interests, appre¬
ciations, and attitudes.
2. To arouse the curiosity of pupils regarding wild life and
to lead them to explore their own environment for facts about
nature.
C. Technical objectives in terms of reading skills and abilities
to be developed:
1. To get main idea.
2. To make judgments, comparisons and contrasts.
3. To draw conclusions.
D. Motivation of the unit
1. Vilhat are some plants and animals that are useful to man?
2. What are the reasons for destroying insects and plants?
E. Activities
1. Plan a field trip
2. Make a bulletin board, zoo, or a portfolio,pertaining to
the study of the unit.
Grade Six
Unit Problem
"How People Work For Us"
A. This unit should contribute to the general theme of "Science,
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Invention and Industry," but should treat a different aspect
of theme from that treated in the fourth and fifth grades*
This unit emphasizes men and women who have been responsible
for the progress in controlling and adapting nature to man’s
nee ds •
6* The following generalizations may be arrived at during the
course of the imitt
1* The changes in the mode of livii^ are the results of
industries and inventions that have been developed*
2* The automobile has made America an outdoor nation*
3* Electric appliances have made the work of the home easier*
C* Objectives of the unit;
1* Content objectives in terms of knowledges, interests, appre¬
ciations and attitudes*
a* To interest the pupils in preparing to take part in
the world’s work*
b* To promote permanent interest in reading about man’s
work and achievements*
D* Motivation of the unit;
1* Approach to the unit;
a* An excursion to some industrial plant may serve to
awaken interest*
b* Make a survey of the pupil’s background of knowledge
through questioning and discussion* Bring out compari¬
sons between life of today and early life in America*
E* Activities during the unit;
1* Articles from newspapers and magazines on inventors and in¬
ventions may be collected*
2* Exhibits of various products such as oil products and forest




!• To- extend^ expand, and refine the readii^ habits,
tastes, and attitudes initiated in the first six
grades*
2* To enrioh mental experiences*
3* To encourage and secure a genuine effort on the pert
of the pupil to improve reading habits*
Specific Objectivess
1* To extend and enrioh experiences throvigh reading and
through information gained thereby*
2* To stimulate good thinking*
3* To promote interest in different types of reading




a* To engage vicariously in adventure through both short
and book-length stories*
2* Specific Objeoti-res:
a* To lead pupils to a thorough enjoyment of adventure in
its 'various forms*
b* To read long selections 'with sus'bained interest*
o* To read rapidly and to get the sequence of ideas*
Grade Eight
Unit Problem
"The Lure of Kature"
A* It is suggested that the teacher find out as much as possible
concerning -the interests and the attitudes-whicli the pupils have
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conoerziisig nature* Through q^uestioning and a carefully direct¬
ed class discussion, the teacher can determine not only the in¬
terests and attitudes, but also much infoxmiation concerning the
general knowledge that the pupils have about nature and its rela¬
tionship to man* The discussion should center around experiences
the pupils have had in the mountains, in the woods, on camping
trips, etc*
5* Motivation may be increased by further discussion along the follow¬
ing lines:
1* Mature is God's gift to us*
2* Do you thiiik this is true?
3* "He loveth best who knoweth best,
God’s creatures, great and small*"
C* Objectives:
1* To increase powers of observation and to discover hid¬
den charms in natiire*
2* To enjoy stories of animal life.
D* Activities:
1* To evaluate the material read*
2* To answer specific questions.
Method of Instruction
Experimental Group.r-After the pupils have been grouped as described
in the'beginning of this chapter, remedial instniotion was offered for a
term of eight weeks, five days a week,' for twenty-five minutes each day*
Six teachers had charge of this instruction. The following suggestions
and instiructions were given to each teacher before instraction was begun*
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These suggestions 'mere secured tram, previous diagnostic studies* In
addition to this, bulletins •wer® issued to each teacher.^ Remedial
instruction centered around recognition of -words, interpre-tation, and
vocabulary building* Each teacher Tvas gi^ven a copy of the folio-wing
instmctions:
Exercises to Increase Accuracy of Recognition*—If the pupil fails
to recognize -words -while reading, -write them on the board at the close
f
of the reading period and drill on them in phrases and sentences* Be
sure that the pupil associates the -word -with its meaning* Words which
continue to cause difficul-by should be printed on strips of bogus paper
and presented as flash-card exercises until they are thoroughly familiar*
When such -words seem to have been mastered, -wait a fe-w days and then pre¬
sent them again to -test the degree of mastery*
Present In phrase and sentences, -words -which cause confusion because
of similari-ty of form* Another de-vice for teaching such -words is flash-
cards* When the diffioul-by of recognition still presists, the trouble¬
some words should bo presented for comparison and their differences point¬
ed out*
Exercises to Aid in Interpre-bation*—Have the pupil read a single
paragraph of a selection and tell what he reads* Increase the length and
difficulty of the passages as the pupil gains in power to interpret so
that he -will be kept -working at a high level of effort and attention*
Have the pupil read specific questions* If necessary, stu^ the questions
before the reading is begun* later the pupil should read and ans-wer each
question as he comes to it in the passages*
See Appendix
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Crive Yrritten directions and have the pupils follo-w them* ]&ve the
pupil pick out topic sentences and important thought units* Interest
is essential* The pupil should read much interesting and relatively
simple material* Encourage independent thinking through thought provoking
questions*
Vocabulary Building Exercises*—-Supply the child with easy reading
material and discussions of his own interest* Cultivate a feeling of
responsibility upon the part of the pupil for evoiTthing read* Tjraining
in phonics vrill help the child recognize printed words that are already
in his speaking vocabulary* Encourage the pupil to discuss everything
he reads* Ifeke lists of unfamiliar words found in the pupil*s lessons
in reading and in other subjects and drill upon these words* The exercises
for vocabulaiy building, which are presented above, are described by Stone
1
in various sections of his book on reading*
2
Rules to be Observed Closely*»»»
1* Instmjction must begin, as a rule, with the simplest
rudiments of reading*
2* The teacher must secure the complete confidence and
cooperation of the pupil*
3* Selections must be chosen which will stimulate the in¬
terest, excite the curiosity, and hold the attention
of the pupil* Consequently, the selections used must
vary with the age of the subject* In all cases, how¬
ever, they must be very simple*
4* The methods employed must result in vivid, lasting im¬
pressions*
5* The teacher must expect slower progress than in tl» case
of pupils who do not encounter unusvial difficulties in
learning to read*
^C* R* Stone, Silent and Oral Reading( Chicago: Houghton Mifflin,
1922) Chapters III, IV, and VIII*
^* S* Gray, Remedial Cases in Reading, (Chicago: University of
Chicago Press, 1925) p* 61*
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types of Instruction Administered to the Six Groups of the Expert*
mental Group:
Grade Three:
It was discovered that this group iwas generally weak in all phases
off reading* Their outstanding difficulties were: (a) inability to
recognize wordsj (b) failure to comprehend what they read; (o) careless
habits of doing things; and (d) lack of interest in reading*
The first purpose of remedial instmotion was to improve the pupil’s
ability to recognize words* The first part of the instmotion period
each day was devoted to drill upon sight words, phonetics, and quick per¬
ception exercises* About ten minutes daily was spent on such drills and
exercises*
The second purpose of remedial instmotion was to develop ability
to comprehend what was read* To this end a part of each remedial period
was given to exercises to improve comprehension* Frequent reading exer¬
cises were conducted which required the pupils to follow directions*
Sometimes these directions were presented with flash-cards* The cards
were strips of bogus paper, four inches wide by eighteen inches long, and
the directions were printed on these with one-half inch type* Such direc¬
tions as the following were used: (l) Take this book; (2) Point to the
flag; (3) Place a cap on William; (4) Get Mary’s coat* Other flash-cards
were prepared bearing questions which required but one or two words to
answer* Examples follow: (l) How many windows has this room? (2) What is
your coat made of? (3) In what direction from you is the garden? (4)
What hangs on the front wall? (5) What is in your desk?
The teacher frequently wrote directions on the board for the pupils
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to follow* These were generally of the type that required action upon
the part of the pupils to carry them, out*
The pupils enjoyed these activities because of the speed and
accuracy with which they were conducted*
The third purpose of remedial instruction was to overcome the pupil’s
careless habits of doing things* In order to create a feeling of respon¬
sibility in reading and other school work, the teacher assigned indivi¬
dual reading tasks to certain pupils* For example, the teacher assigned
the task of preparing a short story or other selections to be read to
the class* At the time for him to present his story to the class, an
audience situation was secured by having him read to his classmates, no
matter how poorly this reading was done. Then the pupil was given a word
of approval in order to encourage him.
Games were introduced with the hope that competition would eliminate
carelessness* The members of the group competed with one another in
games involving word recognition, rapid thought getting, finding answers
to questions, and phrase finding*
^he fourth purpose of remedial instruction was to build up habits
of thought getting in reading* In order to do this effectively, short
selections which embodied at least one outstanding thought were chosen*
The pupil was then asked to read the selection and to answer a question
that was asked before he began the reading* If the pQpil failed to secure
the correct answer, he was required to re-read the passages until he did
get it, unless it was discovered after a few trials that he was xmable to
comprehend the material* If this happened to be the case, the teacher
read the passages with him and assisted him to find the answer to the ques¬
tions*
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The fifth purpose of remedial instruction was to develop an in¬
terest in reading* The material used for this purpose was the story-
type* Since these pupils had made little progress in reading and
•were familiar with fe-w stories* the teacher tried to discover their in¬
terests through conversations*
I have two stories here* One is about a boy and his dog* This
boy hitched his dog to a wagon and drove him. as a horse* All -went -well
until the dog saw a oat* The other story is about a man who started to
to-wn to sell caps* He stopped to rest on the -way and fell asleep* IVhen
he awoke* ha found that his cap -was gone* 'Which story shall -we read?
Grade Four*
A summary of the difficulties encountered by the pupils of this
group sho-wed that they were poor in all phases of reading* They -were
-weak in (a) word recognition; and (b) rate and comprehension*
The first aim of remedial instruction -was to develop ability in
■word recognition* About five minutes each day were devoted to exercises
-which were intended to help the pupil recognize words* To this end*
words which gave trouble iii daily reading lessons -were presented by means
of flash cards and on the board in phrases and sentences* Phrase-finding
exercises were conducted in which the pupils found -words, phrases* and
sentences in the different reading texts -which were a-?ailable*
Games -were introduced* For execnple* two divisions -were made of the
group and a pupil from each division came to the front of the room* The
two pupils -were stationed -with their backs to a number of the phrase
cards* which -were resting on the crayon tray along the black'^oard* A
third pupil -who could see the cards -would call a -word or a phrase* In-
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stantly tha two pupils at the front of the room turned and tried to
get the card bearing the word or phrase that had been called for* The
winner scored five points for his group*
The second aim of remedial instruction was the impro-yemant of rate
and comprehension* Flash-card exercises were used to increase the
pupil's rate of silent reading* The children read from tha cards as:
they were flashed before them and gave back orally what they saw*
To improve their comprehension, the pupils were required to read
stories to get the main points of the stoiy in their proper sequence*
Usually the reading was proceeded by questions intended to direct the
pupil's attention to certain passages in the story which contained the
information sought*
Grade Five:
The diagnosis of the reading difficulties of the pupils in this
group showed ^he need of remedial instruction that would aim in (a) de¬
veloping habits of accuracy in word recognitionf and (b) improving com¬
prehension*
The first objective of remedial instruction was to develop habits of
accuracy and word recognition* Training in phonics was given for about
five minutes daily for four weeks* This was followed with a study of word
lists made up of the troublesome words found in daily lessons*
Rules for pronunciation were learned in connection with some of these
words, and frequent use was made of the words in blackboard exercises*
Flash-card exercises were used to test the pupil's ability to recognize




The pupils in this group ■were sho-wn by the diagnosis to be general¬
ly ■weak in (a) ■word reoognitionj (b) rate and oomprehension*
The first aim of remedial instruction was to de-velop abili-ty in
word recognition* It ■will be noted that more tims ■was required for the
recognition of ■words in this group than in preceding groups* To aid
the pupils in this group in increasing their span of recognition, phrases
■were printed on cards and presented to them rapidly in flash-card, or
quick-perception drills* As soon as the pupils were able to recognize
short phrases, longer and more diffioult phrases were used*
The second objective of remedial instruction ■was the impro^vement of
rate and comprehension* Pupils -were assigned short selections which ■were
sometimes divided into thought units* Pupils ■were asked to read one para¬
graph at a time and to tell what they read* If pupils failed, they ■were
asked to sinswer such questions as, "lilho was Billy?" If they could not
answer the questions, they ■were to re-read the passages* As soon as they
■were able to answer questions ooncerning the content of short passages
accurately, the lengths and the diffioul^ty of the passages were increased*
Grade Se'ren:
The pupils in this group ■were shown by the diagnosis to be generally
weak in rate and comprehension in silent reading* Accordingly speed
drills "were given every other day for t^wo -weeks* The material ■was rela¬
tively easy and the pupils were enootiraged to read -writh conscious effort
to increase their rate of accurate interpre-fcations*
The second specific aim in instruction was the Improvement of com¬
prehension in silent reading* A silent reading exercise with factual
material -was gi-ren each day for this purpose* The pupil read(a) to pick
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out topic sentences; (b) to answer questions; and (o) to reproduce what
they read*
Grade Eight:
The outstanding defioienoes of the pupils of this group were:
(a) narrow meaning and inadequate vocabularies; and (b) weakness in cQm«*
prehension because of their ability to recognize words*
The first aim of remedial instruction was to build up wider and
more meaningful vocabularies* Word stuc^ exercises were given the pupils*
Lists of troublesome words were formed and drilled upon for a few minutes
each day* Each child was provided with a dictionary and enooturaged to
use it to find the meaning and pronunciation of words that he did not
know* The use of prefixes* suffixes* roots* synonyms* and antonyms were
taught*
The second aim of remedial instruction was the improvement of compre¬
hension* The same method was followed as in grade seven*
Individual Cases
Grade Three:
Special help was given at the close of the remedial instruction period*
In case a pupil had unsusual difficulty with word recognition* he was re¬
tained after the other members of his group had gone to their home rooms
and was given exercises to help him recognize words* This special help
was given every day* or as often as it was thought necessary* Some of the
pupils who required special help were formed into small groups for special
help* Instruction was given to overcome such individvial difficulties as
the following: (a) ineffective eye-movement; (b) larrow span of recognition;
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(o) inability to recognize words; (d) inability to pronounce words;
(e) lack of speed in silent reading; and (f) failure to comprehend in
silent reading*
Grade Four:
Individvial instruction was found necessary with some of the pupils
of this group* It was carried out in a manner similar to that used with
the preceding group* One or more pupils with difficulties not common to
the members of the group were retained after the period of remedial in¬
struction was over, and they were given instruction to correct these dif¬
ficulties* In some oases it was training in phonics, in others it was
training to improve eye-movements, in still others it was quick percep¬
tion exercises that were needed*
Grade Five:
Several members of this group were given individual training to over¬
come difficulties not present in other members of the group* Methods em¬
ployed in this individual training were similar to those employed in grades
three and four*
Grade Six:
Individual instruction was organized for pupils whose difficulties
could not be all cared for through group instruction* This instruction
was offered at the close of the regular remedial period* It varied to
suit the needs of the pupil, but was similar to that described in some of
the preceding paragraphs of this chapter*
The case of J* D* reveals the following factors:
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(b) Complies readily with any requests made of him.
(c) Spends much time in day-dreaming.
2. Educational:
(a) So anxious to learn to read that his very eagerness
inhibits him. Gets a book and tries to read when¬
ever he has leisure time.
(b) Tries to sound out words but is not successful. Does
not know sounds of consonants.
(c) Repeats words and phrases excessively.
(d) Often loses his place but goes right on as though he
knew where it was, making up the' story.
(e) Holds book close to his face, then moves it to a dis¬
tance.
(f) SomeMmes he knows a word, and the next day he doesn't.
Additional Information:
Mental age 9 years. His home room teacher felt that he was more
intelligent than the results of the test showed. He attended one school
regularly, and spent four terms in Second Grade-A. The children in the
present grade laugh at him because he cannot read. This embarasses him
greatly. He has severe ear-aches. His tonsils were removed at 5 years of
age. He breathes through his mouth. His mother is attractive and intelli¬
gent. She wishes to do every possible thing for her son and has tried to
help him with his lessons at home. She has trained the family to refrain
from unfavorable comparisons with a younger brother. Home is a happy place.
Diagnosis:
His failure was due primarily to an unsatisfactory physical condi-
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tioxL* His reading vocabulary vias not adequate for reading in his grade
because: (l) visual word images were confused and blurred by defective
vision} (2) improper breathing, defective teeth, and ear-ache made him
uncomfortable, and therefore incapable of well-direcred attention.
Remedy;
1. Vision was corrected immediately*
2*. lliaterial and methods were adapted to defective vision;
arrangements were made for better light* A book with
extra large print; chalk that made clear, distinct lines
were used.
3* An ear specialist was consulted*
4* The teacher was advised to speak distinctly and louder
in voice*
5* His efforts were praised*
6* Phonograms and oonsomnt sounds were taught*
7* He was required to keep a record of his progress*
Results:
A prescription was secured for vision and glasses were secured*
He learned readily and remembered very well* In the period of eight weeks,
he learned one himdred five new sight words, fifteen phonograms, eighteen
consonant blends and had become able to help himself considerably with
new words*
Treatment of Data
Remedial instruction intended to correct or overcome the outstanding
difficulties of the experimental group vdiich was offered for a 25 minute
period daily, 6 days a week, for 8 weeks* This was supplemented by indi¬
vidual instruction to correct defects peculiar to individual pupils within
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the group* At the end of the term of instruotiou, an achievement test
■was given the experimen-fcal and the control groups to determine the ex¬
tent and the kind of progress that had been made by the members of both
groups* It -will be recalled that the control group -was offered regular
classroom instruction* whereas the experimental group vr&s offered reme¬
dial instruction* T^ble 4, page 29, is given to show the mean, the
standard deviation, the s'tandard error of the mean, and the difference of
the sigma of both the control and the experimental groups on the achieve¬
ment test* The mean for the control group is 84*17, whereas the mean for
the experimen-tal group is 104*36* The standard de-vlation for the control
group is 35*00, -whereas the stanckird de-vlation for the experimental group
is 37*50* The standard error of the mean for the control group is 4*51,
whereas the standard error of the mean for the experimental group is 4*83*
The -table further shows a difference of the mean to be 20*19 in favor of
the experimen-tal group* Tlje difference of the sigma is 6*43, which is re¬
liable*
TABLE 4
MEAN, SIANDARD DEVIATION, STANDARD ERROR OF THE MEAN, AND THE
DIFFERENCE OF THE SIGMA FOR TEE CONTROL AND THE EXPERIMENTAL






Nxmaber of Pupils 60 60
Mean 84*17 104*36 20*19
Standard De-viation 35*00 37*50
Standard Error of





In comparing the mean of the control and the experimental groups.
Table 5, shows a difference of .SS in favor of the control group on
the initial diagnostic test. The table further shows that the control
group has 52 chances in 100 chances to be better than the experimental
group.
Table 5
COMPASISOM BEr/JEEN THE CONTROL MD THE EXPERIiyENTAL GROUPS ON





Number of Pupils 60 60
Mean 71.17 70.84 .33
Standard Error of Mean 3.51 3.16
Sigma Difference 4.69
D/Sigma Difference .07
52 in 100 chances in favor of control group
In comparing the mean of the control and the experimental groups.
Table 6 shows a difference of 20.19 in favor of the experimental group.
The difference of the sigma is 6.56. This shows that the experimental
group has 97 chances in 100 chances to be better than the control group.
Table 6







Number of Pupils 60 60
Mean 84.17 104.36 20.19
Standard Error of Mean 4.51 4.83
Sigma Difference 6.56
D/Sigma Difference 3.07
97 in 100 chances in favor of experimental group
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In comparing the mean of the control group on the diagnostic test
and the achievement test* ive find that Table 7 shews a difference of
13*00 in favor of the achievement test and a difference of the sigma to
be 2*02, which shows that there are 97 chances in 100 chances in favor of
the final test*
Table 7
THE MEAII, STAHDARD ERROR OF THE MEAN, SIGMA OF THE DIFFERENCE
AND THE CHANCES IN 100 FOR THE CONTROL GROUP ON THE DIAOIOSTIC
AND ACHIEVEMENT TESTS
Initial Final Difference
Number of Pupils 60 60
Mean 71*17 84*17 13*00
Standard Error of Mean 4*51 4*65
Sigma Difference 6*41
D/Sigma Difference 2*02
97 in 100 chances in favor of the achievement test
In comparing the mean of the experimental group on the diagnostic test
and the achievement test, we find that Table 8 shows a difference of
33*52 in favor of the achievement test, and a difference of the sigma to
be 6*18, which shows that there are 100 chances in 100 chances in favor
of remedial work which is reliable*
Table 9, page 32, is given to show the correlation between the diagnos¬
tic raw scores and the aohieveioent raw scores for the combined group* The
correlation between the two sets of scores was computed by Sorenson's double
entry table* The correlation between the diagnostic raw scores and the
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Table 8
THE MEAN, SIANDAED EEROR OF THE MEAN, SIGMA OF TEE DIFFERENCE
AND THE CHANGES IN 100 FOR THE EXH3RIMENTAL GROUP ON THE ACHIEVE¬
MENT TEST
Diagnostlo Achievement Difference
Number of Pupils 60 60
Mean 70.84 104.36 33.52
Standard Error of Mean 3.16 4.83
Sigma Difference 5.74
D/Signa Difference 6.18
100 chances in 100 chances in favor of. remedial work which is
reliable.
achievement raw scores for the combined group was found to be .62 - .02,
a fairly good correlation.
Table 9 ■
CORRELATION OF THE RAW DIAGNOSTIC SCORES AND THE RAW ACHIEVEMENT
SCORES FOR THE COMBINED GROUP
Nvnaber of Pupils 120
Correlation R “ .62 ♦ .02
Conclusions Concerning Ranedial Instruction and Regular Classroom
Instruction.—The technique of teaching used in the control and the experi¬
mental groups was different. The control group was offered regular class¬
room instruction as described on page 10 ff. The experimental group was
offered remedial instruction as described on page 20 ff. The control
group used the state adopted text^ as a basic literature. Simple supple-
^See Appendix
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mentary reading material^waa used by the experimental group* based on
observation and pupil interest* These books were available to give the
pupil a chance to make his own selection* Newspapers* sometimes with
2
comic strips* and magazines were available* Each pupil was allowed to
bring a book from home and exchange with another olasszoate*
A feeling of responsibility was cultivated in the experimental group
by requiring the pupil to keep a record of books read* A chart showing
pupil’s name and books read was kept on the bulletin board* At the end
of eight weeks reading certificates were awarded pupils who had read at
least six books*
The rate of progress in reading under remedial instruction was found
to be a function of the child’s intelligence* his age* and the number of
weeks of training* Furthermore* the mere fact that the pupil knew that
he was to be given a final test to measure his progress may have been a





The following chapter summarizes and presents in somewhat less
detail the findings and conclusions that merit attention and considera¬
tion*
Statement of the Problem*—This is a study to measure the improve¬
ment in reading of 60 elementary pupils of the Shoemake Elementary School,
Colbert, Oklahoma, as revealed after remedial treatment had been adminis¬
tered following the Pressey Diagnostic Reading Test*
Selection of Subjects*—Subjects were selected as followst The
Detroit Primary Intelligence Test and the Pressey Diagnostic Test were
administered to 200 pupils selected from grades three to eight* One kindred
twenty pupils who showed definite need for remedial instruction were chosen;
twenty from each of the grades~three to eight* One-lialf of these, sixty
pupils, were selected for the control group and given regular classroom
instruction; the remaining sixty were given remedial treatment for a
period of eight weeks, five days a week for a period of twenty-five minutes
each day*
Results*—The mean for the entire group on the intelligence test is
101*08, the range from 60 to 104; the standard deviation 21*9, and the
standard error of the mean was 2*00*
The mean for the control group on the intelligence test was 92*17,
while that for the experimental group was 91*67, a difference of *50*
The standard deviations were as follows: control group, 19*30; and the
experimental group, 14*40* The standard error of the mean was 2*50 for
the control group, and 1*86 for the experimental group, with a sigma dif¬
ference of 3*11, and a difference of the difference of *16*
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On the Pressey Diagnostic Test, the following results were revealed*
the laean for the entire group was 71»00j the standard deviation 25*90,
and the standard error of the mean 2*55«
The mean for the control group on the diagnostic test was 71*17,
while that for the experimental group was 70*84, a difference of *33*
The standard deviations wrere as follows* control group, 26*50, and the
experimental group, 24*50* The standard error of the mean was 3*51 for the
control group, and 3*16 for the experimental group, with a sigma difference
of 4*72, and a difference of the difference of *07*
The following outstanding reading difficulties were discovered in
the experimental group*
(a) Inability to recognize words*
(b) Failure to comprehend what they read*
(o) Careless habits of doing things*
(d) Lack of interest in reading*
(e) Rate and comprehension*
(f) Inadequate vocabularies*
On the Progressive Achievement Test, the following results were
revealed* the mean for the control group was 84*17, while that for the
experimental group was 104*36, a difference of 20.19* The standard devia¬
tions were as followrs* control group, 35*00; and, experimental group,
37*50* The standard error of the mean was 4*51 for the control group, and
4*83 for the experimental group, with a sigma difference of 6*43, and a
difference of the difference of 3*28 which is reliable*
Conolu8ions*~Ihe following conclusions are reached on the basis
of the findings of this study*
1* Remedial instruction in reading difficulties, adapted to group
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needs, is superior to class instruction imder ordinary con¬
ditions*
2* Remedial instruction in reading difficulties develops a more
desirable reading habit on the part of the pupil than regular
classroom instruction*
3* Remedial instruction should take the place of classroom instruc¬
tion in reading difficulties as far as possible* ( This state¬
ment is based on the results of the present investigation, which
shows that pupils taught under remedial methods made more pro¬
gress in eliminating reading difficulties and developed more
desirable learning attitudes than the pupils taught under ordi¬
nary conditions*)
4* Diagnosis and remedial treatment are as effective, according to
test results, as ordinary teaching, and it was more effective in
this study*
5* Diagnosis and remedial treatment improved the teaching technique
of the teacher, and influenced her to do a better job*
6* The effectiveness of remedial instruction was conditioned by such
influences as personality traits, plysical conditions and horns
environment*
APPENDIX A
Instructional Sheets and Bulletins for
Remedial Instruction^
Osburn, W* J«, Silent Reading: The Understanding of Sentences,
Bloomington, Illinois. ¥u'blio So^ool Rublisliing Cwi*
pai^, 1925.
Silent Reading: Vocabulary, Bloomington, Illinois*
l^ublio SohooT Publishing Company.
Silent Reading: The Understanding of Paragraphs and
Total Sentences, Bloomington, Illinois*' ‘ t^ljl'ic School
Publishing Company, J.925*
Traxler, Arthur E*, The Teaching of Corrective Reading in the




The Friendly Hour Book III Lyons and Garnhan
The Friendly Hour Book 17 Lyons and Carnhan
The Friendly Hour Book V Lyons and Carnhan
Near and Far Book VI American Book Company
Making America Book 7 Bobbs Merrill
The Earth We Live On Book IV Bobba Merrill
Prose and Poetry Book VII L* W* Siger Company
Prose and Pbetry Book VIII L* W* Siger Compary
Supplementary Readings
( Approved by Stats )
Grades Three and Four
Boy on a Farm American Book Company
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^Copies of these bulletins were issued to each teacher*
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Five Little Friends
Story Piotures of Our Neighbors
Rowena, Teem, Tot and Blackberries
Peter, Peter Pumpkin Grower









Fun at Sunnyside Farm
Gay Mother Goose
Going South




Ovir Friends at the Zoo




Red People of the Wooded Country






















Grades Five and Six
flfeiys We Travel
How We Travel
East of the Sun and West of the Moon
Wigmnx Evenings
Nights with Unole Remus
Uncle Remus and His Friends
Indian Fairy Tales
Tales of Mother Goose
Golden Goose and Other Fairy Tales
Little Men
Stoiy of a Bad Boy
Robin Rides Away
Copper-Toed Boots
Cricket, the Story of a Little Circus Pony
Mr* Rabbit at Home
Farm Beyond the Town
Nature Science, Book III
Little Stories of Well-KnoTm Americans
How the World is Clothed
Jungle Babies
Great Moments in Science
My Life With Animals
























Grades Seven and Eight
The Skeleton in Armor Houghton
Magic Stick Houghton
Adventures of Tom Sawyer Grosset
■VJhat Katy Did Little
Children of the Prairie Crowell
Moxmtain Girl Little
Boy Life on the Prairie Herper
Jack Among the Indians Stokes
Hip Van Winkle and the Legend of Sleepy Hollow Macmillan
Jungle Book Doubleday
Book of Pirates Harper
Wild Animals I Have Known Grosset
Hiding West on the Pony Express Macmillan
Black Arrow Scribner




The Man Without a Country
Tom Sawyer
With the Indians in the Hockies
Additional Materials
Small dictionaries







RAW SCORES ON THE INTELLIGENCE, DIAGNOSTIC, AND THE ACHIEVE¬
MENT TESTS OF ONE HUNDRED TWENTY' PUPILS OF THE
SHOEIIAKE ELEMENTARY SCHOOL, COLBERT, OKLA.
Pupil Intelligence Diagnostic Achievement
1 66 59 83
2 90 45 58
3 101 57 98
4 100 64 80
5 102 99 101
6 73 33 64
7 100 94 99
8 66 34 56
9 99 44 86
10 101 98 120
11 66 19 83
12 100 69 101
13 75 35 68
14 102 61 89
15 101 61 93
16 81 68 118
17 97 44 83
18 90 97 100
19 96 50 100
20 87 37 74
21 100 94 142
22 99 69 99
23 68 48 83
24 69 34 67
25 98 86 161
26 73 38 71
27 97 67 88
28 100 64 112
29 103 98 159
30 68 43 70
31 98 80 108
32 80 44 89
33 68 28 69
34 98 84 101
35 101 86 144
36 77 58 93
37 99 48 123
38 80 54 145
39 100 93 132
40 67 43 72
41 80 39 124
42 103 89 133
43 72 38 98
44 100 87 106
45 81 69 116
41
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EAW SCORES ON THE INTELLIGENCE, DIAGNOSTIC AND THE ACHIEVE¬
MENT TESTS OF ONE HUNDRED TVffiNTT PUPILS OF THE
SHOEMAKE ELEMENTARY SCHOOL, COLBERT, OKLAHOMA
Pupil Intelligenoe Diagnostic Achievement
46 92 61 98
47 101 78 110
48 100 83 139
49 99 89 144
50 91 67 100
51 102 89 101
52 99 82 134
53 102 87 134
54 92 64 130
55 100 78 118
56 99 74 148
57 100 69 no
58 97 70 137
59 101 98 159
60 100 78 122
61 60 29 46
62 77 57 74
63 102 98 160
64 63 32 56
65 102 90 131
66 76 54 68
67 75 30 66
68 68 34 48
69 91 61 93
70 75 45 63
71 89 59 93
72 103 79 133
73 97 28 98
74 79 48 78
75 96 58 93
76 98 69 104
77 99 69 99
78 75 39 63
79 74 38 64
80 100 72 102
81 85 59 84
82 94 78 102
83 94 73 99
84 95 76 108
85 100 87 108
86 69 35 48
87 103 71 133
88 104 92 143
89 102 90 114
90 101 94 .113
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RAW SCORES ON THE INTELLIGENCE, DIAGfNOSTIC, AND THE ACHIEVE¬
MENT TESTS OF ONE HUNDRED Tl'JENTY PUPILS OF THE
SHDEMAKE ELEMENTARY SCHOOL, COLBERT, OKLAHOMA
Pupil Intelligence Diagnostic Achievement
91 98 69 98
92 83 48 84
93 101 89 117
94 103 88 120
95 104 93 143
96 101 78 120
97 100 99 148
98 81 68 89
99 100 80 139
100 73 37 49
101 97 38 98
102 103 109 160
103 78 38 79
104 104 82 161
105 67 23 67
106 101 99 116
107 100 108 159
108 99 86 101
109 101 90 140
110 77 35 89
111 66 33 87
112 102 99 159
113 100 93 145
114 101 78 120
115 99 80 137
116 97 68 118
117 95 67 93
118 101 99 151
119 65 28 45




Grades II, III and IV PubIicJchoolPul)]islimq&
FdBUA l> V.S.A.
Form (C
DETROIT PRIMARY INTELLIGENCE TEST
DEVISED BY HARRY J. BAKER
For Grades II, III and IV
To be filled in by pupil or teacher
Name..... Months
First Last
Grade School . r.ity
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A. 1 2 3 2 5
1. 1 2 4 5 3
2. 6 7 9 4 6
3. 89 94 68 76 52
4. 19 23 16 36 34
5. 18 12 21 11 14
6. 22 36 42 27 39
7. 128 163 121 160 147
8. 836 921 901 872 944
9. 141 211 189 216 230
10. 248 321 378 429 411
11. 687 543 691 720 699
12. 2160 6482 7924 9013 8762
13. 1493 1687 1421 1746 1920
14. 3281 1346 8565 4163 5739
15. 8891 6571 8377 6543 7294
16. 6043 4302 9862 9871 5164
17. 10421 86892 17943 19236 25876
18. 92101 86292 45383 81474 94565
19. 81761 24324 33792 37900 50000
20. 64112 71682 16989 27214 61424
21. 81312 73034 82949 61585 80676
22. 711565 823476 316387 791298 614109
23. 121479 121470 121480 131820 120642
24. 9897450 8963847 9246482 8613324 7942513
25. 1111368 1122836 1115863 1114800 1110863
A. Can dogs walk? Yes No
1. Can cats walk? Yes No
2. Is snow white? Yes No
3. Do men eat apples? Yes No
4. Do we sleep on tables? Yes No
5. Does a train swim? Yes No
6. Are doors sometimes open? Yes No
7. Are boys smaller than men? Yes No
8. Does ice make water colder? Yes No
9. Does dinner come before breakfast? Yes No
10. Is an inch longer than a foot? Yes No
11. Should we study our lessons? Yes No
12. Does a gun make a loud noise? Yes No
13. Does May come before April? Yes No
14. Is thirteen more than a dozen? Yes No
15. Do the stars shine at night? Yes No
16. Is eight more than six? Yes No
17. Do apple trees blossom in the spring? Yes No
18. Are tigers usually tame? Yes No
19. Is a village larger than a state? Yes No
20. Does an auto sometimes need repair? Yes No
21. Does wool come from cotton? Yes No
22. Does a farm have a mayor? Yes No
23. Is a stone a kind of machine? Yes No
24. Does Easter come in July? Yes No
25. Does the sun set in the morning? Yes No
26. Are avenues found in cities? Yes No
27. Should we honor famous men? Yes No
28. Do we multiply in arithmetic? Yes No
29. Is a mountain larger than a hill? Yes No
30. Are awkward people usually graceful? Yes No
Score,
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Score.
A E O N W R
A. CU SO AR IG
B. DI NE SB RM
1. ES OW PW MI
2. ON sv NI OM
3. SW NR 01 EU
4. AS El WA BS
5. CS RU SI AO
6. EOR WIS AIO MSI
7. MRU WIM AOV NRA
8. SWC UCM IVR OWR
9. OSV MSR REO MNS
10. NUI WRO SVE NSR
11. NRV NIC EVU ARO
12. ORWN MSUI VCNI SCRU
13. RSIA RWNE WVSU SURI
14. RMVO ROSI WURS EONW
15. NWER NWOI AUCV WUCM
16. SOEN AEVR OAEW RMIG
17. SVMA RUCI EOUN NOWE
18. UAWSE MAOJN EWNAR AVIRS
19. WSEIA WROAN NOEGN WORUS
20. WNERO SROVU RMACE ROMIS
21. CUNOR NAROW MUNEO WROVN
22. AUSEM lANCR WEAOR WECOR
23. ERCIN WRAON NARUS NVRAC
24. NICARW NRAEOV UOEAMI EWNOAR
25. NEOIUR OINUSR EAWNRO AEURSN
26. WOAREN VIAENR WAORNU WNEVOG
27. NORIUS AWONER OIUAMC WVONRE
28. WOIAEV EWASOR UOIMAG WNAEOR
29. AEORUM RONWAV ORAEWN AROSNE
30. ANROWE UWONRE WINERO NOERAS
Score
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Vocabulary and Paragraph Meaning — Grade* 3-9 — Form A
DevlMd by S. L. and L. C. PrMaay
Name
Age. ... Grade... jflcbool




L What is a horse! a book a plant an animal a fruit
V ————
2. "When is today! gone coining tomorrow now
3. What does “beautiful” mean! best light pretty fast
4. For what do you use an oven! cooking hunting painting sewing
On this page and the next three pages thore are some more questions like
these. You are to draw a line under the right answer to each question. Work
rapidly, but answer as many questions as you can. If yon come to a ques*
tion you cannot answer, skip it and go on. When you fi^sh one page, go on
to the next. Begin now. M^e a line under each right answer.
1. What means the same as “ocean”! month sea garden ship
2. Where do you find a valley!
by the ocean on a hill in fiat country between hills
8. What does “famous” mean! deep well-known blue-green ready
4. What does “prepare” mean! to go away to get ready to fight to talk
5. What means the same as “rample”! cross fast easy little
6. What means the same as “answer”! talk reply listen write
7. What does “trouble” mean! fun work difficulty a long journey
8. What does “receive” mean!
to be given something to go out to steal to throw things away
9. What is a stone! a marble a hard ball a piece of wood a rock10.Which is young! a baby a woman a house a grandfather
GO ON TO THE NEXT FAOll
SOS-UB
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11. What is a pasture f a bush a field a mirror a farm
12. What does “review” mean!
to contuiae to tr7 hard to go back over to write
13. What is a total? a friend a mistake a church a sum
14. What does “seldom” mean?
every day too soon after awhile not very often
15. What has a title? a shop a story a fire a post
16. What is a section? a city a part a room a king
17. What does “urge” mean? to destroy to deceive to repair to persuade
18. Which is a garment? a bench a cloak a carriage a curtain
19. To whom does “royal” refer? a hobo a rich man a princess a fiirt
20. How many years are there in a century? fifty a hundred ten a thousand
21. What does “inquire” mean? to scold to shiver to ask to prefer
22. What does “immortal” mean?
unforgotten everlasting unusual forgiven
23. Which is an ofScial? an aviator a beggar a mayor a merchant
24. Which is a relative ? a friend a bachelor a cousin a lawyer
25. What does “vanish” mean?
to take a trip to disappear to talk to someone to punish
26. Where is there always strife? in a war on a ship in a store at a party
27. What is a pause?
something to eat a short rest a garment a kind of building
28. Where do we find boundaries? in a lake above the trees
between two countries in the air
29. Who wears a uniform? a farmer a teacher a policeman a politician
30. What does “damage” mean? to listen to something
to break something to fix something to talk to someone
31. How is satin? frozen free shiny legal
32. What is a wail? a lecture a small pail a row boat a cry
33. What is a sovereign? a palace a convent an orator a monarch
34. What is a mansion? a large house a long road a school a horse race
35. What does “torture” mean?
awkward pain entertainment reception
36. What is barley? a marsh a toy a grain a valley
37. What does “rapture” mean? blend melody dance delight
38. What does “quiver” mean? to snore to sew to shake to obey
39. What is a fund?
a soldier an amount of money a load of hay a young buffalo
40. What does “remote” mean?
near at hand right now far away on the ocean
GO ON TO THE NEXT PAGE I
s
41. Where do 70a hear a sermon T
at school at home in a hotel in a church
42. What is a sketch! a picture an eraser a beast a castle
43. What is a theory! an outrage an assumption a miracle a play
44. What is a distinction!
a departure a decline a difference a detective
45. Where do you find billows!
in a snowstorm on the ocean in the sky on a hill
46. What is a kinsman! a minister a king a relative a bootblack
47. What means the same as "nimble”! mingle quick splendid slow
48. What does "tremendous” mean! upright large dirty young
49. What is an attorney! a baker a barber a lawyer a teacher
50. What does "lessen” mean!
to make smaller to climb higher to begin again to watch for
5L What does an alderman help govern! county state city senate
52. What is a hypocrite!
a fighter a professor an athlete a pretender
53. What is an orator!
a monarch a sailing vessel a business man a public speaker
54. What does it mean to be punctual!
to be on time to be late to be useful to be ill
55. Where does a whale live! on land in the trees in the ground in water
56. What is a yew! a tree a snake a fish an animal
57. What is a phantom! a town a ghost a weapon a cloth
58. What does "quell” mean!
to influence to go home to quiet to be stingy
59. What means the same as "tranquil”! noisy pretty calm sleepy
60. What is a knoll! ,
a small hiU a small animal a large house a high tower
61. For what is a telescope used!
to clean guns to look at stars to saw wood to see germs
62. Ihrom what does venison come! deer fox sheep hen
63. What does "doleful” mean! charming distant dumb dismal
64. For what was wampum used! clothes food money paper
65. What does "frugal” mean! pleasant soft saving clean
66. What is a viper! a rabbit a snake a bird a piece of music
67. What is derision! ridicule weakness sickness gloom
68. What do«^ "prior” mean!
afterwards the end of something broken into parts previous to
69. What is an opponent! a cook an antagonist a song a jury
70. What does a unanimous vote show!
dislike argument sUence agreement
GO ON TO THE NEXT PAGE!
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71. Who makes a compromise T the winner the looser both sides the union
72. What does‘*Tia” mean! out of into in front of by way of
73. For what is a beacon!
to warn to role to tease to chase
74. What does “agitate” mean! to argue to lead to threaten to excite
75. What means the same as “extinct”!
out of existence beyond the horizon charming on top of
76. What do scorpions do! swim command fly sting
77. What is a quire! a question 24 sheets story-book figures
78. What does “bode” mean! to hope to run to predict to fear
79. What does “audible” mean!
can be seen can be heard can be read can be written
80. What does “relinquish” mean! to renew to reason to let go
to proride
8L What does “impend” mean! to enter to be stupid to hang over
to be young .
82. What is “amity”! pain friendliness age criticism
83: What is a haddock! fish bird flower whale
84. What does “indispensable” mean!
expert dependable necessary harmful
85. What does “enhance” mean!
to increase the value to put an end to to leave out to imply
86. What is a crevice! a wise person a story a small crack a tool
87. What does “saunter” mean! to rush to look to bend to stroll
88. What does “compress” mean!
to cook meat to make smaller to move away to go crazy
89. What is a portrait! a picture an official a library a patient
90. What does “rampant” mean!
I independent cowardly easy-going unrestrained
91. What does “monotonous” mean! soft noisy tiresome crooked
92. To what does “optic” refer! eye pet figure throat
93. What is platinum! a plant a stone a metal an animal
94 What does “veto” mean!
to shoot to close tightly to climb out to refuse approval
95. What does “ambiguous” mean!
confusing lonesome agreeable ashamed
96. What does “mutilate” mean!
to be restless to disfigure to go sailing to play games
97. What is symmetry! pressure balance appeal lowUness
98. What is a medley! a medal an antique a mixture a drunkard
99. What does “simultaneous” mean!
not now at the same time before this since yesterday
100. What does “rarity” mean! something like cream
something wrong something wave-like something scarce
STOP I GO BACK OVER YOUR WORE TO MAES SURE




(1) The snow had melted. The sun was warm on the hill¬
sides. Spring had come. Already a few Sowers had been found.
(2) Every bird builds its own kind of nest. The robin builds
its nest of sticks. The tailor bird sews leaves together for its
nest. Barn swallows build their nests of mud. Bank swallows
simply dig out a hole in a sand bank.
(3) There was a smell of spice in the air. Mother was busy
in the kitchen. The girls were cracking nuts and polishing
apples. Neat rows of pies stood on the pantry shelves. It was
Thanksgiving. Already the aimts, uncles, and cousins had begtm
to arrive.
(4) There was hardly a sound in the woods. Then a dog
began to bark. The settlers looked anxiously toward the forest
Suddenly the Indians rushed forward.
' (5) My brother plays a violin and my sister plays the piano.
I can play a bugle. Everyone in my family plays something.
My mother plays a harp. My father can play several musical
instruments. We often like to play together.
On the following pages are some more paragraphs like those
you have just read. In each paragraph there is one sentence
which tells what the paragraph is about or tells the important
thing in the paragraph. You are to draw a line under this sen¬
tence, just as you did in the examples above. Work as rapidly
as you can and still find the right sentence. When I say "Go”
turn to the next page^ and begin. . . Gol
c
' 1. I have a friend who is afraid of the dark. My sister is
afraid of snakes. I don’t like to use a sharp knife. I guess every
one is afraid of something.
2. “I am going to have a birthday party,” said Betty at school
one day. All the little girls crowded around to hear about the
happy time that was coming. A week later the little folks went
to the party. They played many games and ate lots of ice-cream
and cake.
3. Some animals sleep during the winter. They sleep very
soundly. Breathing almost stops, and the heartbeat is very
faint. They become cold, also.
4. Mary wanted to buy some candy, but she had no money.
She wanted to ride home, but she had to walk. She wanted to
go to a movie. But all she could do was to look at the pictures
outside. She had spent all her money that week and would have
no more till Sunday.
5. The automobile saves a lot of time. When you wish to
go anywhere all that need be done is to get into the car and step
on the starter. There is no waiting for the street car. There is
no time lost in hitching up the horse. There is no slow walking
to where you wish to go. When going down town in your auto¬
mobile you pass many street cars.
6. Some people eat with their knives. Some people say
"ain’t.” Some people chew gtun. All of these habits are vulgar.
There are also some people who spit on the floor.
7. Robinson Crusoe lived alone on an island. He lived in a
cave. He had very little food for a while. He had to raise what
he ate. The only thing of which he had plenty was water.
8. Poor little Mary was reading a book. She was a cripple.
One of her legs was shorter than the other. Then, too, her back
was weak and ached a great deaL She could sit up in bed, but
she could not walk.
9. I have a lovely new dress. It is blue with some lace on it.
The sleeves are long and fit quite closely. 'There is lace on the
collars and cuffs. The skirt is longer than on most of my dresses.
10. The children woke very early that morning. First Robert
climbed out of his bed. Then Jane got up. Soon Dorothy was
toddling after them. There was great excitement as they hur¬
ried down stairs. Christmas morning had come. All the chil¬
dren were anxious and excited.
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11. The storm came suddenly. There was no warning. All
at once the sky darkened. The wind began to blow. Then the
rain fell fast.
12. There was a grinding of brakes. A horn sotmded loudly,
and a woman sci;eamed. Then came a crash. Soon a large crowd
gathered. There had been a collision. One car lay on its side
in the ditch.
13. Animals make good playmates for children. Boys and
girls enjoy having a dog or cat to play with. They teach
children to be kind to animals. And the children havie a good
time pla3dng with their pets.
14. Boys like to run and to play ball, and other similar games.
Boys aren’t scared of mice and worms and such things. Boys
aren’t afraid to get their clothes and hands dirty. Boys have
fun playing outside, even if it is cold. Boys don’t have to wash
dishes. I think boys have more fun than girls.
15. Everywhere could be heard the shouts and cries of happy
children. The bo3rs were playing basebalL The girls were skip¬
ping merrily up and down the street. Vacation at last was here.
They had three whole months of play. There wouldn’t be any
more lessons, either.
16. One man I knew thought blackberries were always black.
Another had a hard time trying to figmre out how such a thing
as treeless plains could exist. Still another believed the world is
flat. Some people have queer ideas.
17. Johnny wasn’t afraid when he was lost. And he wasn’t
afraid when he broke his leg. He hardly cried at alL Johnny is
a brave little boy.
18. The amotmt of sleep a child needs depends upon its age.
A baby sleeps about twenty hours a day. A child of eight needs
ten or twelve hours of sleep. Boys and girls of fourteen require
about nine hours. But the average adult finds seven hours
sufBcient.
19. Treasure Island is a tale of adventure. Most children
like books that tell of adventures. They always like the stories
about Robin Hood. Ulysses also had many adventures. Hia-
umtha is another great favorite among children.
20. On Saturday afternoon the children went to the park.
There was a bear in the park. They saw the lions, and fed pea¬
nuts to the monkeys. They had a great tune riding on the
8
ponies. Then they went swimming in the pooL After a while
they went home.
21. Mary got a mark of 78 in arithmetic on her last report
card. In geography she got 90. She had 80 in reading, but her
mark in spelling was only 52. The average of all Mary’s marks
was 75.
22. Children need to be strong to play games. They have
to be well or they can’t go to school. Every child needs good
health. When children are sick they are very imhappy. They
also lose a good deal of work in school.
23. The night was dark. Tom began to run. He heard the
wind moan in the trees. The leaves rustled under his feet. His
heart beat faster. His breath came in gulps. In fact, Tom was
terribly frightened.
24. A man came running up the street. At the comer stood
a fire-alarm box. His house was on fire, and he had rushed out
to call for help. He was without any hat or coat. After he had
rung the alarm, he waited to show the firemen where to go.
t 25. The sun was shining brightly on the snow. Mary and
Jane were busy making a snowman before it all melted away.
A robin was perched on the telephone wires. He cocked his head
from side to side as he watched the children. It was soon going
to be spring. *
26. On a farm are many animals: horses, cows, pigs, and
sheep. The farmer rises early in the morning to feed these ani¬
mals. He then goes out to the fields, where he raises many things
to eat Life on a farm is always busy and interesting. At night
the farmer brings home the cows and milks them. He has to
feed all the animals again at night
27. Asia contains almost one-third the land area of the world.
Asia is far larger than Africa, the next continent in size. It is
more than twice as large as our continent North America. It ia
about four times as large as Europe.
28. The horses were hitched to the sled. Father and the
boys were ready and all started down the lane toward the maple
grove. In the March morning sun the new pails were bright
and shining. Even Rover, the dog, barked delightedly as he
scampered along beside the boys. It was sugar-making time.
Everyone was happy and eager to get to the camp.
29. We punctured a tire. We ran out of gasoline, and Bob
bad to walk three miles to get some more. We had trouble with
I
the engine. Finally, however, we reached home. Rover barked
loudly when he heard ua.
30. Some of the children were out skating. Others were
skiing. Everyone enjoyed some kind of sport during the winter.
Many of the older people went out in sleighs. Som,e of the men
had a snowshoe race through the woods.
31. Mental defect is caused chiefly by heredity, disease, and
accident. One investigator found about of feeblemindedness
due to heredity. He found 20% due to disease. The remaining
5% seemed to be due to accidents. The same three causes are the
important causes of insanity.
' 32. On Hallowe’en boys and girls like to masquerade as
ghosts or clowns. They like to go in groups about the neighbor*
hood and frighten the people by ringing doorbells. They like to
make ghostly faces on jack-o-lantems. Hallowe’en is a night of
witches and goblins and mystery.
33. Thatman never shaves or even combs his hair. He is cer¬
tainly terribly lazy. All day he sits in the sun. He never does
any work. He does not earn any money.
34. During an epidemic of influenza any person who feels ill
should send for a doctor at once. People should avoid crowded
places. Anyone who has to cough or sneeze should use a hand¬
kerchief. Otherwise, he may infect others. In short, while the
epidemic lasts everyone must be very careful not only of bis own
health but also of the health of others.
^ 35. My brother likes his book about Indians, and his new
clothes. But he has a better time with his sled than with any of
his other Christmas presents. Every night he and his friends
go to a steep hill in our neighborhood. It is roped off for coast¬
ing. They slide down it all evening.
36. Mr. Johnson inherited several thousand dollars from his
father. This money be spent in fitting up a drug store. His store
prospered, and soon he bought another. Now, after many years
of hard work, he is wealthy. He still owns the drug store which
he bought first.
37. Maple trees are very pretty hi the autumn. Oaks are
strong and have very hard wood. Out of birch bark canoes can
be made. But I like pine trees best because they are green all
M
th,e year. Also I like to hear the wind blow through the pines.
38. Our minister speaks with a low, musical voice. His
thoughts and words are always beautiful and helpful. Our min¬
ister is indeed a remarkable man. He helps people to lead better
and happier lives. He tries to bring sunshine to imhappy homes.
39. The room was quiet. It was an ideal room for study.
There were three windows which permitted sufficient fresh air
and light to enter. The room contained a desk upon which was
placed a student lamp. On the shelves of a bookcase were many
books.
40. We rose slowly off the ground. Soon we wer;e high in
the air. Riding in an airplane is a thrilling experience. Every¬
thing on the ground looks very smalL The air got colder and
fresher as we went higher.
41. The sky grew dark. The ocean waves grew bigger. The
lightning began to flash. And the thunder came nearer and
nearer. Then the storm broke. It lasted for over an hour. The
wind blew and the rain fell steadily.
42. When valleys are first formed, they are narrow and deep.
After a while they become wider through the constant erosion of
their sides. The stream in a valley gradually deposits soil,
thus building up the bottom of the valley. It is possible to
recognize the comparative age of a valley from its shape.
43. Five hundred years ago there were not many schools.
Now, not every one is interested in going to school. We hear
of truants and others who dislike getting their lessons. How¬
ever, schools are really helpful to people, even though many chil¬
dren do not like them and most of our ancestors got along with¬
out any. The pupils acquire knowledge to deal with problems
they may meet. When they grow up, their work is easier for
them if they gained good habits in schooL
44. In early England there were certain men called "earls.”
These men were the highest class in society. Then there were
the free common men, called “churls.” Finally, there were men
who had been taken as prisoners in war. These men were called
"thralls.” They were practically slaves. These three classes
constituted early English society.
45. I know some people who live near here. Their life is a
very hard one. The weather is often cold, and there is no way
to heat their cabin except with wood. To get the wood they have
to cut down trees. There are no carpets on the floor. They
have oil lamps to read by. There isn’t any bath tub or any piano
or any radio.
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46. Children sometimes have poor eyesight Other children
are not well nourished. Over a third of the children in school
have infected tonsils. All of these conditions can be remedied.
Some of these troubles are easier to recognize than others.
47. It was a clear summer day. Two men were standing by
the edge of the ocean. They saw sails appear on the horizon.
Slowly the ship itself came into view. Then one man said to
the other, “See, my theory that the earth is roimd is proven;
otherwise the ship would not have come into sight that way.”
However, the other man only laughed at him.
jAS. The part of our government which makes the laws is
Congp'ess. We have, however, three separate branches to our
government. The executive branch is represented by the Presi¬
dent. The legislative branch consists of both the Senate and the
House of Representatives. The judicial branch consists of the
courts of our country.
49. An Indian boy learned to run long distances and make
himself strong. He had to go without food to develop self-
control. He had to let others beat him so that he might learn
to suffer in silence. The Indians admired courage and endurance
above everything else. The men were lazy, however, and made
the women do aU the work.
50. Violets bloom in the spring. There are wild asters in the
fall. Throughout the year it is possible to find wild flowers in
the woods. In winter the small pink blossoms of the trailing
arbutus can be found. And in the summer there are hundreds
of different flowers.
51. The thermometer registered two degrees above zero this
morning. There are long icicles hanging from the buildings.
The snow creaks loudly as we walk through it. It must be a
very cold day. When we breathe we can see each other’s breath
in the cold air.
52. See that large black cloud in the west I That means
that a big storm is coming this way. One can often look at the
clouds and foretell a change in the weather. Yesterday there
were pretty little white clouds in the sky. They spread out like
feathers. Such clouds mean bright sunny weather.
53. John has just been given back the story he wrote last
week. He had made fifteen mistakes. He studied the errors to
find out what was the matter. Then he discovered that twelve of
the fifteen mistakes were made because he forgot to put periods
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after some of his sentences. Now John feels it will be quite easy
for him to correct his work and to avoid many errors in the future.
He likes to write stories, and sometimes writes very good ones.
54. See how the little squirrels run about digging in the
earth. The trees are dropping their leaves. Do you see how all
nature is getting ready for the cold winter? The squirrels gather
nuts and bury them in the ground. They will use the nuts for
their winter food.
55. My home is near a pretty lake. It is in a town of seven
thousand inhabitants. This town is in the central part of Colo¬
rado. The altitude is seven thousand feet above the sea leveL
The climate is very mild. I think my home the best place in the
country. The summers are cool and the winters have just enough
snow to afford winter sports.
56. The old home is built of white stone. It sets back from
the road. There is a winding walk leading up to the door. It ia
a very beautiful homestead. On all sides are trees and shrubs. In
front of the house is a lovely garden of brilliant flowers.
57. Airplanes are now used for carrying mail. They also
transport passengers. The use of airplanes is increasing very
rapidly. Some people have private planes to take them to their
business.
58. Most houses have electric lights. They are easy to keep
clean. Electricity is extremely useful. People use electricity to
run washing machines, ffatirons, and carpet sweepers. The
farmer uses it on his farm, too.
59. North and South America are in the western hemisphere.
Europe, Asia, Africa, and Australia are in the eastern hemisphere.
We may say that the world is divided into these two halves.
Each half is called a hemisphere, which means half a globe. For
a long time, though, people thought that the eastern hemisphere
was the whole world. Then Columbus discovered the Americas,
which form the western hemisphere.
60. Atoms are composed of electrons and protons of which
there are always an equal number. The nucleus of the atom
contains all the protons and some of the electrons. Two elec¬
trons are found just outside the nucleus in a polar position and
the remaining electrons are located some distance from it. The
protons give to the nucleus a positive charge. The outer elec¬
trons may be detached from the atom, thereby forming an ion.
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Sequence of events 17-20
G.ORGANIZATION:
Parts of book 1-4
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Fractions and decimals 18
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Pointing off decimals 19.20
5. Language
A. CAPITALIZATION:
First word of sentence 1-3
Names of persons .4,6,9
Names of places 3,6,7
Days of week and month....5,9
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TEST 1. SEC A PRACTICE EXERCISE
Directions: If two words are the same or
mean the same write S. If they are dif¬




























See. A. Score (number right)
On the following pages, you will have directions such
as the following;
Draw a line under the word dog and write its number
on the line.
' book 2 bat 3 dog ^ go 3 i
Notice that the word dog has a line drawn under it
and that number 3 is written on the line at the right.
Draw a line under the word pronounced by the teacher.
Write its number on the line to the right.
’ run 2 jump 3 throw * swing 2
TEST 1. SEC. B
Directions: Draw a line under the word pronounced by the teacher.
Write its number on the line to the right.
' this 2 ball 3 my + tree '
’ grand 2 great ^ grunt ^ growl 2
' wrath 2 vvrist ^ wreck • * write 2
' Thursday 2 Wednesday * Tuesday * Monday *
' chattering 2 moulting 3 singeing * singing 5
’July 2 January *June ^August *
’ though 2 throughout * through ^ thoroughfare ’
’ precious 2 practice 2 prairie * practical *
warship 2 waltz ^ wanness ^ warrant *
electrocute 2 elasticity 2 elimination ^efficient
prejnium apolitical ^public ^primary "
blizzard 2 bluster 2 blight ♦ blotch ’2
associate 2 avenue ^ acquire ^ arrival ’3
YIELD 2 young 3 yam + YACHT .m
WHISTLE 2\yfJARF ^wholesale ^ whirl ’5
recipe 2 recital ^ regime ^ receipt ’6
contagious 2 carnival 3 cautious ^ cafeteria ’2
MASSACRE 2 maximum 3 material ^ menagerie
chlonrfonn 2 ehaafieiir 3 chapeau 4 charlatan fj
rheometer 2 pneumatica 3 rhenmatiea 4 pneumonia 90
Sec. B. Score (number right)
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TEST 1. SEC C TEST 1. SEC D
Directions: Draw a line under a word which means the
opposite or about the opposite of the first word.
Write its number on the line to the right.
0. little ’ blue 2 run ^ big * rich 3 0
1. high ’ crooked 2 lost ^ low ^ end . 1
2. give '' raw 2 bill 3 stem ^ receive . 2
3. cry ' mind ^ laugh 3 family ^ add . 3
4. strong ’ brook 2 that 3 sugar ^ weak . 4
5. sweet * sour 2 hint
3 feature ^ swell . 5
6.youth ' dead 2 cause
3 age ^ arrive . 6
7. hastily ' hate 2 aid
3 love ^ leisurely 7
8. safety ’ danger 2 alarm
3 refuse ^ hate 8
9. attack ' age 2 defense
3 warn ^ alarm 9
10. below 'love 2 cause
3 above ^ permit . 10
11. despair ’ grocery 2 demolish
3 hope ^ orator . 11
12. tame * spot 2 repeat 3 treat ^ wild . 12
13. solid ’ liquid 2 soldier
3 torrid ^ whistle . 13
14. east '1 under 2 west 3 ease ^ best . 14
15. aloud ' bracelet 2 chirp
3 silent ^ almond 15
16. dainty • assume 2 curtain
3 coarse * dairy 16
17. inferioi• ’ conquest 2 invite
3 ideal ^ superior 17
18. peril > safety 2 mental
3 remote ^ purse 18
19. victor 'statue 2 loser
3 treaty ^ wallet 19
20. sad ’ mood ^ vocal ^ glad ^ sap . 20
21. unseen ' notice 2 valor
3 unsteady ^ visible 21
22. traitor ' friend 2 weasel
3 young ^ tragic
23. expensive * infect ^ excel
3 cheap ^ experiment
Sec. C. Score (number right)
Directions: Draw a line under a word which means the
same or about the same as the first word. Write its
number on the line to the right.
0. large ’ orettv 2 run 3 his 4 rich 3 0
1. enemy ’ foe 2 weigh
3 subdue 4 thicken 1
2. promise ’ pure 2 compact
3 neutral 4 lovely 2
3. lie ’ untrue 2 amateur
3 denial 4 casual 3
4. trade ’1 merchant 2 vein
3 ideal 4 exchange 4
5. hard ’ dense 2 hint
3 feature 4 deed' 5
6. wit * hail 2 fear 3 htimnr 4 ink 6
7. calm ’ quiet 2 token
3 vanity 4 stucco 7
8. industry ' infantry 2 business
3 repent 4niithreak 8
9.consent ’ love 2 alarm
3 permission 4 cause 9
10.speech ’ defend 2 feast
3 cure 4 talk 10
11. prophet ’ mangle 2 obstruct
3 seer 4 pleasant 11
12. settlement ’wise 2 innocent
3 silent 4 location 12
13. hush ’ quiet 2 keen 3 mood 4 hurl 13
14. freight ’ allow 2 cargo
3 hurl 4 easy 14
15. physician ’leisure 2 enemy
3 doctor 4 ugly IS
16. magnificent ’purchase 2 magician
3.stationary 4 exquisite 16
17. abolish ’ ocean 2 cry
3 high 4 destroy 17
18. plenty ’sufficient 2 stem
3 friend 4 wonder 18
19. tray ’ land 2 container
3 brook 4 expect 19
20. amuse ’ entertain 2 fertile
3 doubt 4 amount 20
21. hatred ’ haul 2 nurse
3 pedal 4 enmity 21
22. lecture ’ pulpit 2 rigor
3 sermon 4 ledge 22
Sec. D. Score (number right)
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TEST 2. SEC E TEST 2. SEC. F
Read the following and carry out the directions.
1. Cross out two letters to make
count out of this word, country. '
2. Draw a line under the name of the
largest animal, and put its number
on the line to the right.
' dog 2 rat 3 cow ^ sheep *
3. Some of the Roman Numerals are:
19 XIX, 21 XXI, 30 XXX, 31 XXXI.
Write 30 in Roman Numerals on
the line to the right. ^
4. Write the first word in this sen¬
tence on the line to the right. ^
5. Write in the missing
letter in the word, horse. Hors ^
6. Cross out the third word and write
it on the line to the right.
’ girl 2 woman ^ cat ^ mother ®
7. Write the first letter of the girls’
names on the line to the right.
’ Marie 2 Arthur ^ Richard Mary ^
8. Look at the numbers below. Write
the third number to the right of 8
on the line to the right.
6 3 4 8 5 2 1 9 0 »
9. When two words are spoken as
one, the shortened form is a con¬
traction. The apostrophe denotes
the missing letter such as: can not,
can’t. Write the word meaning do
not in the form of a contraction on
the line to the right. ’10.The suffix, ness, is used to form
nouns meaning state or quality of
being, such as: sick - sickness. Add
the suffix, ness, to the word white,
and write it on the line to the right.
10
Answer the questions in the next column.
Read this story:
Camels live mostly on the desert. They
have padded feet, nostrils that can be closed
in a storm, and thick bushy eyebrows and
lashes which protect their eyes. Their stom¬
achs and humps are made up of cells which
store their water and food for future use on
their long journeys through the desert wastes.
They are the principal means-of transporta¬
tion on the Sahara Desert.
Draw a line under the correct answer. Write
its number on the line to the right.
1. The best title for the above story is
' Domestic Animals ^ The Camel
3 The Desert ’
2. Camels are useful
' in large cities ^ as food
3 in transportation ^
3. The stomach and hump contain
' fur 2 cells 3 pads ^ ^
4. The camel eats
' irregularly ^ regularly ^ rarely ^
5. The camel is
’ wild 2 useless ^ useful 5
6. His home is in the
* desert 2 jungles 3 mountains *
Sec. E. Score (number right) Go right on to the next page.
TEST 2. SEC. F (Continued)
Read this story:
One of the large countries in North Amer¬
ica is Canada.
Canada has an irregular coast line with
many fine harbors. It is lacking in large
ports because of the ice-bound harbors in the
winter, and this is a serious handicap to the
development of trade.
Canada is rich in natural resources, but
the population .is still small. There are vast
areas of valuable forests; the many fur-bear¬
ing animals are a source of great revenue,
and the streams have unlimited possibilities
for the development of power.
Draw a line under the correct answer. Write its
number on the line to the right.
7. The above story is about
' North America ^ Canada
5 large countries ^
8. They have
' few natural resources
2 many large ports ^ fine harbors ®
9. A serious handicap is
’ over-production ^ ice-bound harbors
3 lack of streams *
10. The climate of Canada is
* changeable 2 very dry
3 equatorial '
11. Choose the best statement
' Canada has few natural resources
2 The cotton is profitable in Canada
3 Canada has many unsettled areas ’’
Read the story:
THE TELEPHONE
The telephone is a device for transmitting
speech by means of electricity. The first pat¬
ent for this instrument was granted to Alex¬
ander G. Bell on March 7, 1876.
Following the original invention there have
been many improvements in the mechanical
features of telephones. Submarine cables
have been laid across the ocean to permit
communication between countries, and many
overhead wires have been removed by bury¬
ing the wires in conduits under ground. Re¬
cently there has been a great amount of ex¬
perimentation with wireless telephony.
The principal achievement of the telephone
is that of abridging space. By this means of
communication, business transactions and
conversations are more quickly completed,
and trade and commerce have been greatly
stimulated. Thus we see that telephones
have been a definite aid in the progress of
our nation.
Write the numbers of the correct answers on the line
to the right.
12. Alexander G. Bell was an
’ artist 2 inventor
3 navigator ^ naturalist *2
13. Conduits have been used to remove
’ submarine cables 2 overhead wires
3 commerce business transactions
Of the six statements below select the one that would
make the best title for each of the three paragraphs of
the story. On the lines to the right put a “1” opposite
the one you select for the first paragraph; a “2” opposite
the one you select for the second paragraph; and a “3”




Invention of the telephone
Recent improvements and develop¬
ments
Mechanical features
Effects of the invention
Trade and commerce
Number these statements on the lines to the right to
show the order in which they occur in the story.
Removing overhead wires ’2
Granting the patent
Wireless telephony ’’
Inventing the telephone 2C
Go right on to the next page.
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Go right on to next column. Sec. F. Score (number right)
TEST 2. SEC. C Look at the index at the bottom of the page
and find the answers to these questions.
Directions: Draw a line under the correct answer. Write
its number on the line to the right.
8. Information concerning Ohio
Riverwill be found on what page? *
1. The preface is found in what part
of the book?
'beginning ^ middle ^ end i'
9. Information concerning oil in Ro¬
mania will be found on what
page? ^
2. The index is found in what part
of the book?
* beginning 2 middle ^ gnd 2
10. Information concerning the physi¬
cal features of Oklahoma will be
found on what page? 'C
3. The bibliography is found in what
part of the book?
' beginning 2 middle ^ end ^
4. Part has the same meaning as
' section 2 page ^ introduction ^




1. How Man Conquered the Wilderness 1
2. Poultry and Eggs 19
3. Transportation 43
4. Why We Need Food 50
5. The Nations of the Earth 71
6. Communication 88
7. Why the World Works 100
INDEX
Ohio River, 134.
Oih in Irak, 383; in Manchuria, 400; in Persia,
382; in plains, 56; in Romania, 329; in Trans-
Caucasian Regions, 377; in Yugoslavia, 331.
Oil cakes, what they are, 27.
Oil seeds, in British East Africa, 355.
Oklahoma: cattle in, 141; chief city of, 147; cli¬
mate of, 132; cotton in, 137; oil in, 141; physi-
S. On what page does
“Transportation” beo-in? 5
cal features of, 135; rank of, in agriculture,
140; wheat in, 157.
Olive pressing, in Albania, 333.
Olives: in Africa, 349; in Anatolia, 376; in Cali-
6. Which of these stories is on page 88?
' Poultry and Eggs
2 Communication
3 Transportation 6
fornia, 190; in Greece, 332; in Italy, 337.
Sec. C. Score (number right)
7. The material on page 40 is part of
what chapter? ^ Stop Here
TEST 3, SEC. BTEST 3. SEC. A








128 226 321 190 11
% y4 y5 % . 12
20.01 2.0671 21.3 5.361 13
.25 y5 .621/2 % - 14
% 75% % . 15
See. A. Score (number right).





Draw a line under the correct word. Write its
number on the line to the right.
"
means ’ angle ^ foot
3 at ^inch
V means ’ care of 2 legg than
3 square root
^ right angle
Sec. B. Score (number right).
Two thousand six 5
-i- means 1 add 2 subtract
3 multiply divide
Two dollars and two cents 6
'
+ means 1 add 2 subtract
3 multiply ^ divide 6
Sixty dollars and nine cents 7
— means 1 add 2 subtract
3 multiply ^ divide 7
Draw a line under the correct number and write
it on the line to the right.
X means ' add 2 subtract
3 multiply ^ divide 8
IV means 2 4 6 8 8
i means 1 cent 2 quarter
3 dime ^ dollar 9
oz. means ' hour 2 inch
XXX means 25 29 30 31 9 3 ounce ^ root 10
M means 1000 4000 5000 7000 10
% means ’ degree 2 percent
3 inch 4 ratio 11
Draw a line under the largest number and write
TT means ’ degree 2 pj
3 root ^ part 12
it on the line to the right. Sec. means ’ foot 2 part
3 second ^ ratio 13
14
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TEST 3. SEC. C TEST 3. SEC. C (Continued)
Directions: Work these problems. Write the
answer on the line at the right.1.Nan has five pieces of candy.
Fred has ten pieces of candy. How
many pieces have they together?2.A farmer had 14 cows. He sold 4
of them. How many cows did he
have left?3.Ann has 2 dolls. Sally has three
times as many. How many dolls
does Sally have?4.Jane had 9 apples and she divided
them equally between herself and
two other girls. How many apples
did each receive?
5. One dish contained twelve cookies
and another contained eighteen.
The children ate 6 of the cookies.
How many were left?
5
6. A class-room had six rows of desks
with 7 desks in each row. Five
desks were moved from the room.
How many desks were left?7.Mr. Smith had 100 chickens and
sold 40. He gave all the others to
his four children, giving the same
number to each. How many chick¬
ens did each child receive?8.Mary weighs 85 pounds, Ruth
weighs 65 pounds, and Ethel
weighs 90 pounds. What is their
average weight?
9.How many square inches in a piece
of glass 15 inches wide and 20
inches long?
• 9
10. How many one inch squares can be
placed in the bottom of a box 3
inches wide, 6 inches deep, and 10
inches long?
10
11. In a candy sale, four-fifths of a
class brought bags of taffy to
school. There were 45 pupils in
the class. How many pupils brought
taffy?
11
12. Mary paid $1.75 for a new book,
30 cents for lunch, and 20 cents
for carfare. She spent the amount
left out of $5.00 for a new dress?
How much did the dress cost?
12
13. Our team has played 12 games and
lost 3 of them. What per cent of
the games did we lose?
13
14. The bank received seven per cent
interest on a loan of $300.00 for
one year. How much interest was
received ?
14
15. On a map % inch is used to repre¬
sent 10 miles. The distance be¬
tween two cities on the map is 2
inches. How many miles are they
apart?
15
Sec. C. Score (number right)
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TEST 4. SEC. D
These are problems in addition. Write your answers under the





+2 6 '3> (4)
4 0 9 1 1 2




+t 8 (6) (7)
2 6 4 2 3 17 S
+3 7 9 6 8 9 4
5 13 4 6




+ 4.2 6 1 ft. 1 0 in. 8
+ 1 ft. 6 in.
9







+ 1/6 <») 12
2 4





+ 41/4 (16) 15
5% (17)
+32/3 3 31/4 16
1 21/2
+2 1 2/3 ' 17
31/2 + 6.25= 18
(W) .04+ .261 +.3108 = 19
32.4+ 2.53 + .0627+ 4= 20
Sec. D. Score (number right)
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TEST 4. SEC. E
These are problems in subtraction. Write your answers undei






3 9 8 2
—2 0 3
4 7 0 3
(5) —2 3 0
4 5 4
—1 8 (6)
3 8 7 5
-2 9 8
3 7 0 3 6
—15 6 7
(8) • 7






8 ft. 5 in.















(18) 50.8— 61/2= 18
(19) 75.460— 33.16= 19
(20) 45.05— 5.0379= 20
Sec. E. Score (number right)
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TEST 4. SEC. F
These are problems in multiplication. Write your answers
under the problems and also on the lines to the right.
(I)
t o





(4) X 4 3
4 5





(7) X 4 5 6
4 8 9
X 4 0 <8> 7
5 0 0
X3 0 0 (9)
3 0 4 5
8
X 5 0 4 9
(10)






1/4 X 1/4 =
(13)
12
Vs X % = 13
(14)





7 % X % =
(17)
16







C 4. ft 20
x.”o 0’2 5
Sec. F. Score (number right)
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TEST 4. SEC. G
These are problems in division. Write your answers over the
problems and also on the lines to the right.
(I)
1






7)3 5 7 «5)
5
8)17 6 (6)































.04) .5 0 4
20
Sec. C. Score (number right)
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TEST 5. SEC. A TEST 5. SEC. C
Directions: In these sentences draw a line under
each letter that should be capitalized. Write
the capital letters on the lines to the right.
1. spring is here. '
2. does snow fall in winter? l_ ^
3. moss, ferns, and trees grow in
brazil. 3
4. The baby likes bill, mary, and
me. ^
5. The abbreviation for September
is sept. 5
6. Last Wednesday miss smith
sailed for europe. ®
7. Many people travel through the
rocky mountains. ^
8. Father said, “you may go to the
party.” *
9. Last tuesday i visited my uncle
john. 9
See. A. Score (number right)
TEST 5. SEC. B
Directions: ‘In the following story write in the
periods (.) commas (,) question marks (?)
and quotation marks (”) that are left out.
Jack wanted a dog He told his father
about it.
Jack said Father will you buy a dog
Father said If I buy a dog for you what
will you name him
In reply Jack stated that if he had his choice
he would name him Spot.
Sec. B. Score (number right)
Directions: Draw a line under the correct word
in each sentence. Write its number on the
line to the right.
Mother ('may^can) I go out?
(’Lemme ^Let me) have the ball. —
Where ('was ^were) you last night? —
The book was (' took ^ taken) from the
shelf. —
The teacher will (' learn ^ teach) us. —
We ('sung 2 sang) the song. —
She (' ate ^et) her spinach. —
He (' don’t 2 doesn’t) ride his bicycle.
Mother bought the candy for
('us 2we) girls.
I ('knowed 2 knew) the candy was
hard. —
Directions: If the statements given below are
complete sentences draw a line under the word
YES. If not, draw a line under the word NO.
11. The boy went to the play¬
ground. YES NO n
12. When he returns. YES NO 12
13. She likes to read. YES NO 13
'14. Are they coming? YES NO 14
15. The man of whom you were
speaking. YES NO 15
16. The speech was given in the
lecture room. YES NO 16
17. Near the source of the river
and by the water fall. YES NO 17
18. Month by month he
continued to advance. YES NO 18
19. In order to provide the ne¬
cessities of life. YES NO 19
20. Calling to his dog and run¬
ning at top speed after his
friends. YES NO 20
See. C. Score (number right)
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S«& D. Score (number right)
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TEST 5. SEC. E
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